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Abstract
This bibliography records publications of John R. Rice.
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Second [HRM83b, HMR85c, HRV92, LHHR94b, RVH90, Ver94, LHHR94c, Lei83, RHD81. Second-Order [HMR85c, LHHR94c]. Secure [AR99, APRS99, AR01b]. securely [AR01a]. Security [ACK+02a, ACK+02b]. Selected [HR92c, AvdH91, BK92]. Selection [HLPR74, HLPR75b, RR96a, RR96b, RJHR97a, Ric74f, Ric74e, Ric74d, Ric75b, Ric76e, Ric91c, HLPR75a, Ric79a]. Self [RD81]. Self-Adjoint [RD81]. Semi [HHR'89a, HHR'89b]. September [DL91, Lei83]. Sequence [Ric60d]. sequential [Ric74c]. Server [MWH97a, MWH97b, HR00a]. Servers [JWH'97]. Service [WHR'96b]. Services [HCD'02]. Session [Ric96f]. Set [Ric69g]. Sets [AR77]. Seventh [IEE93, KX94, MN95]. several [HHRV93, Ric63d]. shells [Ric92c, Ric92b]. Sheraton [Big83, IEE96]. Sheraton-Islander [Big83]. Short [Ric66a]. Shrinenham [MC87]. SIAM [SKR+93]. SIDEKIC'98 [BCG'00]. Significant [Ric85b]. SIGNUM [ACM79, Rob73]. Simple [Ric81g, RW81, RRW84, Lev98]. Simpson [HMR72]. Simulate [Ric90a]. Simulating [FRC'00, WHCR95, FHR'00]. Simulation [CFR200, FHR99a, FRH00, HCR'90a, JDR'96, MH89, ZFHR99, BMR'00, HCR'+90b, JDR'97, Ric97a, DO00]. simultaneous [Ric60c]. single [MR90c]. Singular [Ric85a, Ric87a]. Singularities [CR89, HR80b, CR92a, HR82]. Site [Ric69a]. Sixth [SKR+93]. sliding [ABC05]. Smolts [NR02]. Smooth [LR68b, Ric75a, Ric78c, LR68a]. Smoothing [CR68, CR78, MR93b, RW64]. Society [Han78, OR70, Ric96e, Ric97c]. Söderköping [ESY84]. SOFTLAB [CGH'00, HHR'94, CGH'97, HHR'93]. Software [ACM79, ACM98, ACK'02a, ACK02, ACK'02b, ACR94, BP89, BHR78, BR79, BH02, CHH'90, CHR94, Hai10, HD80, HR75, HRM83b, HMR85c, HVC'98, HCR'99, IFI95, MR91e, MN95, Ric71d, Ric75g, Ric75m, Ric75n, Ric79c, Ric80c, Ric80b, Ric81d, Ric82b, RS83b, Ric83d, Ric83e, Ric83h, Ric84h, Ric87c, Ric88d, Ric89, Ric90c, Ric91e, Ric92e, RB96, Ric96g, Ric97d, Ric97e, TBMR99a, VHR98, WHR94a, AR83, BT01, CHH'91, ESY84, Fos79, Fre87, HHR84a, HRV90, HVC'00, HCR'00, HCD'02, MR88a, MR92d, Ric77a, Ric77c, Ric81c, RS83a, Ric83c, RS83a, Ric83i, RSW7, Ric88c, RS89, Ric90b, Ric93b, Ric93f, Ric00a, Ric00b, RB01, TBMR99b, VHR00, Weg79, Pos79].

Solution

[HHRV91b, JWR'96, LHR92, LHR95, OR70, Ric69f, LRT64b, Ric69b]. Solutions [LR75b, OR70, RR86, LR78a, Ric63c]. Solve [Ric81f, Ric83g].
Solver [MR92i, Ric75g]. Solvers
[ABE+03b, BS84, CHR94, LLHR94a, MR91d, MRW91, MR91g, MR91h, MR93b, MR94c, Ric69g, TBMR99a, WHR90, ABE+03a, HR80a, HRV89a, MR92c, MR92e, MR94d, MR95, Ric84d, TBMR99b]. Solving
[DHR95, FRC+00, GHR94, GHR95a, GHR95b, HR89, HR92b, HRW94, HRJ+95, HRW+96, HGGR97a, HRW+98, HR00c, JWR+95, JW+96, JRD+97, JWH+97, MHC+99, MHC+00b, MR92b, MR89e, MR90f, MR90h, MR91f, MR92h, MR97, WHR94d, RR66b, Ric75c, RB81, Ric84e, RB85, Ric86f, Ric89, Ric91a, RB96, Ric96g, Ric97f, Ric98, WHR+94b, WHR94a, AR83, CHCM+94, DHJ+97, FHR+00, FCC87, FDA+03, GH92, HR89a, HHW97, HGGR97b, HJR+97a, HRR+98, HR00b, HRW+00, HRR00a, HCT+02b, HCT+02a, LR78b, MHC+00a, MHR95, MR89d, MR93c, RR66a, Ric76f, Ric86a, Ric87b, Ric92a, CCC+94, HR00c, RB00, WHR94c].
Some [CPR69b, Ric75o, Ric76b, CPR69a]. Sophia [FCC87]. Sourcebook [DFF+03]. Space [Ric62b]. Sparse [MR89e, MR90f, MR90h, MR91f, MR91g, MR91h, MR92i, MR92e, MR93c, MR90g]. Special [BDH00, Sch69]. Specific [BCRR83]. Speedup [LR75a, LR79, MR92a, MR93a]. Spline [CHR88b, HHRV91b, HHRV91a, HHRV99, HRV86, HCR86, HVR88, HRV88b, dBR68b, CHR88a, HRV93, HCR86, Ric69e, Sch69]. Spline [Ric67c, dBR68a]. Split [Ric60e]. Splitting [HRV88b, HRV89a, MR86, MR87b]. Splittings [KHH+92]. SPMD [MR90b, MR91a]. Sponsored [OR70]. Spray [ZFHR99]. Squares [Ric83f, dBR68b, Ric71b, Ric84a, dBR68a, Ric71b]. St [ACM88]. Stanford [Wri89]. Star [RM88b]. State [KX94]. Statement [Ric76], RD68]. States [Sch69]. Statistical [JHR96, Ric75p, Ric76c, JHR97]. Statistics [ADHR73, HW76, Ric88b, Ric67b]. Status [RDHR86]. Step [JWR+96]. Stochastic [MR88a]. Stockholm [Ros74]. Storage [KAMR04]. Strain [Ric68c]. Strategies [CHH+89a, CHH+89b, MMR95]. Strategy [MR92h, MR89d]. Structure [HR73, HRW94, MR90g, MR90h]. Structured [LR77, Ric75q, LR78c]. Structures [BDH+88]. Studden [Ric67b]. Studies [RD94]. Study [RR96b, Ric75d, Ric75q, KX94]. Subcube [MR92h, MR89d]. Subdomain [HRV89a]. Subroutines [ADHR73]. Subtree [MR92h, MR89d]. Subtree-Subcube [MR92h, MR93d]. Supercomputer [Hwa84, Ric83f, Ric84c, Ric85d, Ric84a]. Supercomputing [ACM88, Hou89, Ric87e, Ric88a, SdG90, MRW+90, HPP88]. Supplement [Ric80a]. Support [JWR+95, JWR+96, JRD+97]. Supportive [Ger03]. Survey [Ric81h]. Survival [NR02]. Sweden [ESY84, Ros74]. Symbolic [HR92c, WCHR92, WHR94a, WHR90, DL91]. Symbolic-Numeric [WCHR92, WHR90, DL91]. Symmetric [DR85, RD81]. Symposia [OR70]. Symposium [BH02, Gar65, Ger03, GK+91, HW76, IEE93, IE03, Jaj90, Kum91, LBCS73, Mak94, Tra76, VST9, dBG78, Han78, IEE95a, Lei83, Ric77c, Sch69, Tal70, dBG78]. Synchronization [MR87c, MR88d, MR89b, MR90a, MR90b, MR91c, MR91b, MR87a]. System [ACK+02b, BH78, BR79, BDR86, HRP88, HR98, HHH+90, HHR94c].
HCR+99, HVC+99, NR02, RR96a, WHCR95, WHR+95, WHR+96c, HHR+88, 
HHR+89c, HRP99, HRR99, HRR+91, HCR+00, RR02a, RR66a, RR66b]. 
Systematic [AR77]. Systems [ABB+00, DDH+98, DRJ96, HRV89b, HR92c, 
HR92b, HRW94, HRV94, JDR+95, JRD+97, KR68, MR90b, MR91c, 
MRCH+92, MRCH+93, MR92d, MR89e, RJW+95b, Ric67b, Ric74e, Ric75o, 
RVH90, RVH93, Ric97d, Ric97e, ESY84, HHR84, HRV90, HRV92, Lei83, 
MR88a, MMR95, Ric73a, Ric76b, Ric00a, VHR99, Zel98, dBR82]. 
T [MR90c]. Tamperproofing [ACR02]. Task [BCRR83, RJHR97a]. TC 
[ESY84, FCC87, Fos79]. TC2 [BT01, GH92, Rei82]. TC2/WG [GH92]. 
TC2/WG2.5 [BT01]. Tchebycheff [Ric59a, Ric59b, Ric60a, Ric60c, Ric60d, 
Ric61a, Ric61d, Ric62b, Ric63d, Ric64f, Ric67b]. Teaching [Ric91d, Ric92d]. 
Technical [KWRW93, Ric66a]. Techniques [APRS99, JRHR96, JRHR97, Ric70c]. technological [Lei83]. technologies [HGRB00]. Technology 
[Ame94, BBC+96, HW76, RS83b, RS83a, RS87, RS89, Weg79]. temps 
[MR92a, MR93a]. Tensor 
[LRT64a, LRT65, Ric85a, Ric86b, dBR64, LRT64b, Ric87a]. Term [Ric93c]. 
terms [Ric70b]. Test [JR90, Ric69g, Ric85c]. Testing [HVC+98, HVC+99]. 
Texas [IEE97, LBCS73, SW86]. text [Ric95c]. Thatcher [Ric74g]. Their 
[LR75, LR77, LR78c]. Théorie [Ric69a]. Theory 
[MR94c, MR95, Ric66b, Ric74f, Ric78b, Ric96h, BK92, LBCS73, MR94d, 
Ric64b, Ric69c, Ric97b, Ric00d, Tal70, LS76]. Thinker [GHR94]. Thinker/ 
Doer [GHR94]. Third [HRV94, RVH93, VS79]. Time [Ric75q]. Today 
[Ric85d]. Tomorrow [Ric85d]. TOMS [Ric76, Ric90c]. Tool 
[CHH+90, CHH+91, Ric77a, RTV98c]. Tools [IEE95b]. Toronto [MN95]. 
torques [Ric65b]. Transactions [Ano90]. transformations [Ric60d]. 
trends [Ric82a]. Trinity [VM91]. Tuning [RTV98b, RTV00b, RTV02]. 
Turbine 
[CFRZ00, FHRZ99a, FRH00, Ric99a, ZFHR99, HCT+02b, HCT+02a]. 
Turbines [FRC+00, FHR+00]. Turbomachine [FZHR99]. Tutorial 
[Fre87, Hwa84]. Two [HMR72, HR75, HCR86, LR91, Ric74e, Ric81a, Ric81e, 
Ric84b, Ric84g, MR88a, HCR88, MR89a]. Two-Dimensional 
[LR91, Ric84b, Ric84g]. Two-point [HMR72]. Type [HMR72]. 
uniqueness [Ric67d]. unisolvent [Ric61d]. United [Sch69]. University 
[Ano90, Han78, HW76, HRV90, HRV92, Jaj90, LR75f, LS76, LBCS73, Ric77c, 
Ric96d, Sch69, Tra76, VS79, dBG78, KX94, RR90a, RR94a, RR02b, RR04, 
RR90b, RR94b]. unobserved [Ric03]. Unstructured [MSV92, MR91h]. 
Upon [MR90a]. USA [BH02, HRV90, Lei83, Rei82, Wri89, ACM98, 
AGH+95, Ame94, HRV92, IEE96, IEE97, SKR+93, VS79]. Use 
[ADHR73, LR75f, LR77, LR78c]. User 
[BBRW78, Ric78f, Ric78e, Ric80a, Ric81g, RTV98c, HHR+88]. Using 
[RJW+95a, RB81, RB85, Ric85d, Ric97f, MR88a].
REFERENCES

VA [IEE95b, SKR+93]. Validation [FHRZ00]. valuation [VHR98]. Value [HCR86, KHRR95, HCR88, KHRR96]. Vanguard [Ric75p, Ric76c]. Variable [dBR68a, Ric61d]. variables [Ric63d]. Variant [HRV88b]. Vector [JR90, MR87d, Ric84f, Ric85c]. verification [KAMR04]. Versailles [DL91]. Version [BRW78, Ric78f]. Versus [RD81, DR85]. Very [Ric83f, Ric84a]. via [MWHR97a, MWHR97b]. Virtual [CGH+97, HHR+93, CGH+00, HHR+94]. Vol [Ric69c]. Vol. [Ric64b]. Volumes [Ric90c]. W [Ric74g]. W.G [FCC87]. Walsh [Ric64d]. Walter [Zah94, Ric94d]. Warren [Gar65]. Washington [IEE96, KR68]. Web [DHR95, MWHR97a, MWHR97b, Ric96a, WHR+96b]. Web//ELLPACK [WHR+96b]. WebPDELab [HR00a]. West [BH02, Lei83]. Westin [IEE97]. WG [GH92, Wri89]. WG2.5 [BT01]. White [HJR95]. Whither [LHRD93, Ric94c]. Wide [MWHR97a, WHR+96b]. William [Ric67b]. Wisconsin [Ric77c, Sch69, dBG78]. without [KAMR04]. Working [BT01, ESY84, FCC87, Fos79, GH92, Rei82, Wri89]. Workshop [ACM98, Big83, BCG+00, GHR95a, GHR95b, Ger03, IFI95, MN95, Ric78g, Ric78a, Ric83f, Ric84c, Ric96d, Ric96e, Ric97c, Sie96]. Workshops [Ric96d, Ric96e]. World [AvdH91, Ame94, BK92, DO00, HR92c, MH89, Syd97, VM91, MWHR97a, WHR+96b]. WOSP [ACM98]. WWW [DHR95, WJH+95, WJH+97]. WWW//PDEPACK [DHR95].

Year [ACD+86, Ric78a]. York [AFI73, Kal65, AFI73].

Zero [DMNR68].
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